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DOUBLE FEATURE DEPT. 

Tours ae Forces 
Two pro-tourers from the Mr. Norm's Garage. 
So you don't have to drive 
the same car all week. 

By Al Dente 
Photos by TheBruntBros 

C 
all it restomod, pro-tourer, G-machine, what
ever. Mo'fans today enjoy the best of both 
worlds, have their cake and eat it too, (pick 
your own cliche-see, we're the interac-

tfve Mopar magazine). Up-to-the minute comfort and 
performance wrapped in the classic package we all love 
so well. And it gets better, 

What started as the domain of the custom 
shop and the talented individual fabricator has 

evolved into the everyman's accessible 

world of bolt-ons to swap 2009 technology for the 
40-year-old stuff. While there are plenty of shops today 
that will turn out a good turnkey pro-tourer on a custom 
basis, you can easily fab your own from the parts and 
kits available from an ever-expanding aftermarket. 

Taking the (yawn!) lazy man's approach for this 
article, we've checked out a couple of turnkey pro
tourers from Mr. Norm's Garage-a '70 'Cuda and a '71 
Demon. Figure a ballpark starting price for these rides 
with a 6.1 Hemi at about 150 grand. 'Course you can 
get just parts and kits from Norm's as well for a lot less. 
More info is available online at mrnorms.com, or by 
calling 727-869-9533. 



Massive Kenne-Bell intercooler dominates 'Cuda's front end. Front and rear Mr. Norm's suspension is a boft-in deaf. Body is totally 
stock. Only the floorpan tunnel had to be modified to accommodate the Viper 6-speed trans. 

'Cuda wears all original sheetmetal except deck/id which was replaced with an AMD 
piece because the original was punched for a luggage rack. Exhaust uses TT/ headers 
connecting to a Flowmaster system. Brakes are modified factory '09 Challenger RIT 
binders out back and SSBC up front. 
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'Cuda wears a rallye hood and rolls on 
Modern Muscle wheels. Pirefli P-Zeros 
size in at 225/40-ZRtB front and 285/30-
ZR20 squeezed into stock whee/wells. 

1970 Hemi 'Cuda 
The 'Cuda started life as a 318 car and 

was in excellent shape when it was picked 
up by the Garagsters. The E-body wears all 
its original sheetmetal except for the decklid 
(from AMD), because the original bore a 
luggage rack which was not reinstalled. The 
stock panels, finessed to the nth degree, 
are sprayed with the Chip Foose 3-stage 
Hemisphere Lime Pearl formulated by 
BASF. The stripe is a nod to the classic AAR 
graphics. 

Under the 'Cuda rallye hood-a change of 
pace from the more common shaker setup, 
beats a Gen 3 6.1 Hemi with FAST engine 
management-a fairly straightforward swap 
these days that's made considerably easier
virtually a bolt-in-with the Mr. Norm's engine 
cradle. No mods are needed in the 'Cuda 

Stock 6. 1 Hemi uses Milodon oil pan 
to clear the tubufar cradle. Kenne-Bel/ 
blower huffs at 12 PSI to crank 725 ponies. 
Mr. Norm's 8-rib serpentine belt system 
uses metal tensioners as the stock plastic 
rollers woufdn't hofd up. FAST manage
ment keeps it all running smoothly. 

engine bay with the cradle and TTI headers. 
Ponies are boosted to 725 via a Kenne-Bell 
twin-screw blower set at 12 PSI. No internal 
engine mods were deemed necessary at this 
power level. One external change involves 
the stock serpentine belt system. The factory 
plastic idler pulleys (belt tensioners) would 
snap under the added load, so a Mr. Norm's 
belt setup-an 8-rib belVpulley design 
with metal tensioners was plucked from 
the Norm's parts bins. The setup is said to 
handle up to 1000 horsepower. 

A Viper 6-speed picks up where the 
flywheel leaves off and sends the ponies 
packing to a stock 8¾" rear. Because of the 
tranny's size, some cutting and reshaping of 
the floorpan tunnel is required. The Garage 
boys squeezed 285-size tires, mounted on 
Modern Muscle wheels into the stock 'wells. 
Yeah, we would like it that tight, too. 

The 'Cuda uses Mr. Norm's bolt-in front 
suspension with tubular K-member, control 
arms, and rack and pinion with their own 
steering arms fitted with factory tie rod 
ends. Designed for street use, the system 
is environmentally sealed and uses correct 
geometry that's said to eliminate bump-steer. 
~e're not crazy about the now-coilover 
front suspension because it loads the front 
rails instead of the designed-for-torque 
T-bar X-member). Out back, you'll find Mr. 
Norm's bolt-in 4-link setup with panhard 
bar. Afco coilovers are bolted to all four 
corners. Binders employ modified factory '09 
Challenger R/T brakes at the rear and SSBC 
stoppers up front. 

Inside, Corvette C5 seats have been 
recovered with material from Legendary to 
match the stock rear for a factory look. Sony 
provides the tunes, while Vintage Air A/C 
keeps you from getting hot under the collar. 

EXTENSIVE INVENTORY 
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Brewer's Performance 
2560 S. State Route 48 

Ludlow Falls, OH 45339 
Phone: 937-698-4259 (10AM-6PM) 

Fu: 937-698•7109 (24 HRS) 

-~[ill 
4-SPEED TRANSMISSION & COMPONENT SPECIALISTS 

ONLINE STORE NOW AVAILABLE I!! WWW.BREWERSPERFORMANCE.COM -----~ 
Rebullt+speoos, Outright 
23 Spfine from $849 

~ ~ COMPLETE+sPEED 

• 

CONVERSION PACKAGES 

A·Body From $2,993 
Steel Floor Tunnels B·Body From $3,112 
1962-5 B-Booy $169 E-Body From SJ.550 
1966-70 8-Body $149 

18 Spfine $call 

Rebuikling service on Your 
Transmission, 
Ftom $295 (plus parts) 

1970B•BODY 197S<;A-Body $149 8d~ 
BIG BLOCK CONSOLE 1970-4 E, 71-4 a.Body $149 0 t • ~./.. 

BELLHOUSINGS PISTOL GRIP ~ 
ONLY$2991 BOOT $89 !It~ 

Restored Pedal Assemblies S289 & up ~ ~ ~ g:~:~t:::! ;!~lar~~~~ets S15-$~
9 

Transmission Robulld Kits $89-$125 

Clutch Rod Pedal to z.ear $S9 ~~~:~~:!,~~s, set1
4 ~:1~~ 

g~~~ =~ :::•~~~~:s $~ NowSynchronlzor Assys $129-169 
Steel Bellhousing Lower Covers $49.$99 
Small Block Starter Seal 539 
Clutch Forks $39..$95 
Clutch Fork Pivot Brackets $19-$29 
Clutch Fork Boots, All Models $15 t fl 
Reproduction Hurst Pistol Grip Levers A-Body Sig Bolt Pattern Axles $229--315 
70-4 E. 71-4 B-Body $159 Torque Shaft$ (Z•Bars), all models $69 

Torque Shaft Service Kits $35-$59 71-4 S.Body (Benell) S179 
70 S.Body (No<H:onsole) $189 oi 
70 B-Bocty (Console') $329 Non-Adj :Green" 
Replacemeot Gnps $3Q.$49 Axle Beanngs Q 
Top Bezel $25 S79pr 
Shift Pattern Lens $16 f; 

Frama Ballstud Brackets $39 
Clutch Adjusting Rod Kits $42-$46 

Ha~. Centerforce, & Mclood Clutch 
P•ckagos $269-$429 .·□ 

Shifter Boots 
Shffter Boot Bezels 

$49-$89 
S29-$89 

Linkage Rod Sets 
Operating Lever Sets 
Rebullt Shifter Mechanisms, exchange 
Hurstl1ntand Conversion Shifter 
Billet Shifter Mounting Plates/ Hardware 

S119-S139 
$49-$55 

$199 
S299 
$59 

www.brewersperformance.com 

Nitrous Suppti, 
presents 

The HIGHEST flow 
valve on the market .,_. 

• Quick ¼ turn for full on off position. 
• Will fit 5-20 lb aluminum and carbon fiber bottles. 

• Spring loaded safety pin (prevents accidental opening). 
• Accepts extra large 5/8"siphon tube. 

• Two 1/8" NPT gauge ports. 
• Racer safety blow off. 

• Large BAN outlet comes with 6AN adapter. 
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Demon sports a Challenger-style 
hood. AMD quarters and trunk 
floor replaced rusty origi
nals on this born-with
s/ant-six car. 

Demon is a playtoy of noted collector Bill 
Sefton. Moser Dana 60 and Afco coilovers 
are readily visible. Exhaust is a TT/ system. 

1971 Hemi Demon 
So you still have some room in your 

garage, a few coins left in the bank and your 
house is holding firm to its current market 
value of $5000. What better way of matching 
your Mr. Norm's pro-touring E-body than 
with a Mr. Norm's A-body (or the other way 
around)? No, it's not buy one get one free, 
because Norm didn't say that back in the old 
days, although he said a lot of other things. 

'Course, you wouldn't want a clone of 
your 'Cuda stuffed into just a different (A
body) body shell, so the Garage gang put 
their heads and tools together to come up 
with, you know, something different. Starting 
with a slant-six Demon, the Norm's panel 
beaters hung new AMD quarters and mig'd 
in an AMD trunk floor. 

While the power is supplied by a stock 
Gen 3 6.1 Hemi with FAST management
also a no-hassle bolt-in with the Norm's 
engine cradle and TTI headers, the intake 
here is a 6-pack stack injection setup by 
Imagine that's dialed in by Bob Ream. It's 
topped by an original vintage Mr. Norm's 
"Tri-Power" air cleaner. (Back in the day, 
Norm used GM carbs on his three-deuce 
conversions because they were six cents 
cheaper than those from Mopar). 
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'68 dash is tricked out with a really cool custom gauge package from Redline Gauge 
Works. Other neat stuff includes Star Drive pushbutton start and entry system, 
Electric Life power windows-including power quarter vents, Vintage Air AIC and Sony 
Audio. What more could you ask for? 

Custom'd Corvette CS seats provide com
fort in both the Demon and 'Cuda. 

The Tremec 5-speed also is a bolt-in with 
no tunnel tweaking. Norm's Garage makes 
their own carbon-fiber handle pistol-grip 
shifter. Neat piece. Suspension is the same 
bolt-in front control arm/rack and pinion 
system and 4-link rear\s the 'Cuda. Afco 
coilovers handle jounce and rebound. 
The rear, in this case, is a Moser Dana 60 
spinning Modern Muscle modular wheels. 
Brakes are Wilwood's 4-piston caliper street 
package. 

Inside are Corvette C5 seats recovered in 
house to match the rear. The dash is a '68 
A-body style with a really cool custom gauge 
package designed by Redline Gauge Works. 
The windows are power-operated, including 
the rear quarter vents. A pushbutton starting 
system does away with the ignition key, 
that always seemed to be misplaced. Very 

Stock 6.1 Hemi with Imagine 6-pack stack 
injection is good for 550 HP. The motor is 
a bolt-in (as is C/assic's Tremec 5-speed) 
using Mr. Norms' tubular cradle and TT/ 
headers. Original Mr. Norm's vintage air 
cleaner for his 3-deuce intake conversion 
is adapted to the injector stacks. A Mr. 
Norm's billet-cover serpentine belt system 
comes with aftermarket 140-amp alterna
tor and Sanden AIC compressor. Layout is 
more spread out than the factory deal. 

Mr. Norm's bolt-in 4-link with Panhard bar 
is welded-in in this application. No sub
frame connectors are used in the Demon 
or the 'Cuda. 

convenient as long as you don't misplace 
your fingers. And don't forget the nice Sony 
sound system 

The 'Cuda and Demon are cool 
packages, to be sure. And they elevate two 
classic Mopars to modern-day levels of 
ride, handling and performance. But, hey, 
you may want porn-porns, fuzzy dice and 
one of those neat chain steering wheels. 
No problem. Mr. Norm's motto still holds 
true: "The customer is king-as long as his 
checks don't bounce." * 

A,B & E BODIES 

SWAY BAR KITS: 
FRONT: SOLID & TUBULAR, REAR: FRAME-HUNG 

FAST RATIO PITMAN ARMS: 
SMALL & LARGE SECTOR 

POWER STEERING: 
3 LEVELS OF "FIRMNESS" 

MANUAL STEERING 

COLUMN ADAPTORS: 
POWER TO MANUAL STEERING CONVERSIONS 

mee, lfntique.s 
5515 E. Lamona Avenue, Fresno, CA 93727 
Fax: 559-251-1620 • www.WheelVintiques.com 

559-251-6957 

Send $3 for a postpaid 
copy of our all-new 
full-color catalog. 
Also available on our 
website for FREE downloading. 
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